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In the chapter on "Economic Data Issues" of the Handbook of Econometrics,

Griliches (1986) analyzes the asymptotic variance of an estimator of a

reqression coefficient using imputations for the missing regressor values

and he compares it with that of an estimation procedure based on the com-

plete observations only. His derivation of an expression for the relati-

ve efficiency is íncorrect. In this note, we qive the correct result and

show that the relative efficiency of three estimators desiqned to handle

incomplete samples depends on parameters that have a atraightforward sta-

tistical interpretation. In terms of a gain of asymptotíc efficiency,

the use of these estimators is equivalent to the observation of a percen-

tage of the values which are actually missing. This percentage depends on

three R2-measures only, which can be straiqhtforwardly computed in applied

work. Therefore it should be easy in practice to check whether it is

worthwhile to use a more elaborate estimator.

The authors thank Professor Z. Griliches for his comments on an earlier
version of this note.
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Griliches (1986) considers the following regression model

2
yi - Rxi t yzi t ei . ei ~ IN(0,o ),

and

xi - dzi t vi , vi ~ IN(O,Q~),

where the regressors xi and zi are assumed to be independent of the

correspondinq disturbances ei and vi. Actually, the normality

assumption is not made by Griliches, but it will be required below

for maximum likelihood (ML) estimation and it does not affect the

results for the other estimators. The variables yi and zi are ob-

served for i- 1, ...~N1 t N2, whereas xi is observed for i- 1,

(1)

(2)

... N1 only.
Besides the OLS estimator of the reqression of yi on xi and z1 for

i- 1, ... N1 only, denoted by ~a and ya, Griliches ( 1986) considers

an estimation procedure in which the missing xi's are replaced by

d z., where d is the OLS estimate of d in ( 2) usinq the first N1 ob-
a i a -

servations. The estimate yatb is subsequently computed by OIS on

yi
where

i 5
It

- Baxi - Yzi t wi.

t e Bv, f e.(~dwi - ei .i i i
N1 and xi - dazi and Ai -

is straightforward to show yatb

Ai - 0 if

can be alternatively com-

- dasa)zi, with xi - xi and
1 otherwise.

that

puted by OLS of yi on xi and zi

yi - Bxi t yzi t{ei t A1Bvi t Bei(d - da)zi}-

Contrary to what is stated by Griliches ( 1986), the contribution of

SAi(d - da)zi to the asymptotic variance of yatb is not negliqible

if plim N2 N-1 - À~ 0 for N-~ ~, with N~ N1 } N2.

As the three components of the disturbance c~ (4) are independent,

the large sample distributíon of yatb is given by

`IN (Yatb - Y) ~ N(O,V)
a

(3)

(4)

with V~ plim N(X'X)-1{X'StX } X'WS2 E W'X} (X'X)-1, (5)



where X is the matrix of regressors in (4), W is a vector with typical
2 2 2element Aizi, Sl is a diagonal matrix with typical element Q f 9is av,

and E is the asymptotic variance of da.

After some alqebra, we get
2a

V - {(1 - r2 )-1 t ~(U-1 - 2)}.
aQ z

2 xz

N
where QZ - plim N-1 E zi (assumed to exist), U a o2(SZQV } Q2)-1 and

1-1

r2 is the theoretical R2 of the regression (2) of x on z. The result
xz

in (6) has been obtained by Gouriéroux and Monfort [1981, expression

(11) on p. 583].

(6)

The relative efficiency of Yatb with respect to Ya is

Avar(vNY )
Eff(Y ) - -a{b - 1 t ~(U-1 - 2)(1 - r2 ). (7)

atb Avar ( v N Ya) xz

Accordinq to (7), using imputed values as in (3) leads to a gain of

efficiency compared with using complete observations only if )t ~},
1 - ~

which is more stringent than the condition U~ 2-~ given by

Griliches (1986). Both conditionsrrequire that the unpredictable part

of x from z is not too important relative to Q2, the overall noise

level of (1). 2
1 - r

As U - 2 xz ~ ~ (8)

1 - ryz

where r2 and rz denote the theozetical Rz's of a reqression of y on
y xz yz

respectively x and z and on z only, it is obvious that a sufficient con-

dition for an efficiency gain is ry Xz ~}, i.e. the predictible pazt of

y is small.

As noted by Griliches (1986) and others, an efflciency qain is assuzed

if (4) is estimated by a generalized least squares (GLS) method which
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takes the correlation structure of the disturbance in (4) into account.
Again, the term AiB(d - da)zi cannot be neqlected (see Palm and Nijman

(1982) and Nijman and Palm (1985)). Alternatively, the fully efficient

ML estimator can be computed, e.q. using the convenient reparametrisation
suggested by Gouriéroux and Monfort (1981). From their results, the re-

lative efficiency of the GLS and ML estimators with respect to that of Ya
can be obtained

Eff
(YGLS) - 1 - a)1(1 - rXZ)

and Eff(Y~) - 1- ay(1 - rXZ) - 2aU(1 - u)rxz'

(9)

(10)

The relative efficiency in (7), ( 9) and ( 10) only depends on the three
magnitudes ~, u and rXZ. Equation ( 9) indicates that in terms of a gain
of asymptotic efficiency, the use of GLS is equivalent to the observation
of 100 U(1 - rX2) B of the values of xi that are actually missing. Similar
expressions can be obtained from (7) and (10) for Yatb and Y~ respecti-
vely. The values in Table 1 illustrate this result.

TABLE 1 Percentage of missing observations that are regained by the
use of missing data prcx:edures instead of the complete data
only.

1- ryxzu - 2
1- ryz

2rXZ
Gain in percentage points for
- - -

' Yatb YGLS YML

.3 .2 -106 24 32

.3 .8 - 27 6 40

.6 .2 27 48 58

.6 .8 7 12 50

.9 .2 71 72 76

.9 .8 18 18 32

Note that a good fit in (2) yielding a"qood proxy" for the missing
values of xi does not imply that a large part of the missing information

on x, can be recovered, because of the induced multicollinearity between
i

xi and zi in (4). Especially, when rXZ is small, the efficiency gain
obtained by usinq the appropriate estlmators can be substantial. The
value of u is crucial for the efficíency of Ya}b. The loss of efficiency
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can be important when u ~}. This lose incr~ases ae rXZ decreasea.
Finally, íf u is close to one, i.e. xi is not very important in ex-
plaining y in equation (1), all three approaches which take into
account the incomplete data, yield about equally efficient estimators.
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